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ROADMAP FOR ENDING THE CRISIS IN MADAGASCAR 

 

Commitments by Malagasy Political Actors 

 
Preamble 

 
The eleven Malagasy Mouvances parties to this Roadmap agree on making the 

commitments listed hereunder;  

 

I. Institutions of Transition 

 

1. Continuation of the Malgacho – Malgache Dialogue among Malagasy political actors 

for the formation of a Transitional Government of National Union and the re-composition of 

the Congress of Transition (CT), Superior Council of Transition (CST) and the National 

Independent Electoral Commission (CENI). 

 

22..  The neutral, inclusive and consensual transition process should result in the holding 

of free, transparent and credible elections in Madagascar, not later than eleven (11) months 

after the signing of this Roadmap aatt  aa  hhiigghh--lleevveell  cceerreemmoonnyy  ooff  tthhee  mmaajjoorr  ppoolliittiiccaall  lleeaaddeerrss  iinn  

MMaaddaaggaassccaarr..  

3. The President of Transition shall serve as Head of State. The President will be 

appointed by agreement between the parties to this Roadmap. 

 

4. Appointment of a Prime Minister of consensus to lead a Transitional Government of 

National Unity. 

 

5. The Prime Minister shall be appointed by the President of Transition from a list 

proposed by the three major political Mouvances of Malagasy who are signatories to this 

Roadmap. The Prime Minister of consensus shall not be from the same province as the 

President of Transition, nor from the political platform that sustains the President of 

Transition. 

 

6. The Malagasy Political Actors who are parties to this Roadmap are invited to submit 

a list of personalities, from which the President of Transition, acting on the proposal of the 

Prime Minister of consensus, shall appoint members of the Transitional Government. In case 

of the resignation or removal of any member of the Government, they shall be replaced by 

another member of their political group in accordance with the same rules of procedure for 

appointment. 

 

7. For the re-composition of other transitional institutions, like the Congress of 

Transition (CT), the Superior Council of Transition (CST) and the National Independent 

Electoral Commission (CENI), the eleven Mouvances are invited to submit a list of 

personalities, from which the President of Transition and the Prime Minister in consultation 

with one another shall appoint the members of these institutions.  
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8. The Transitional Government shall deal with the day-to-day administration of the 

country and create the necessary conditions for credible, fair and transparent elections, in 

cooperation with the International Community. It shall refrain from making new long-term 

commitments that fall within the competence of the future government to emerge from 

elections. 

 

9. The Transitional Parliament shall oversee the work of the Transitional Government. 

It shall also adopt  the ordinances passed during the transition, especially those pertaining 

to the electoral process, as well as propose and adopt relevant legislation. 

 

II. Electoral Framework 

 

10. Elaboration and implementation, with support of independent international experts, 

of a credible, neutral, transparent and independent framework based on the respect of 

fundamental human rights and international standards, including: 

 

a. The re-composition of the membership of CENI and review of its main tasks to 

ensure a balanced representation of all the Malagasy Political Actors. The CENI, 

supported by independent international experts, shall be responsible for the 

organisation of all elections, notably presidential, legislative, and municipal 

elections. With full powers to manage the entire electoral process, the CENI shall 

ensure that elections are conducted in a free, fair and transparent manner. The 

said full powers of the CENI shall come to an end with the publication of 

provisional election results; 

 

b. Review of the electoral code; 

 

c. Promotion of the adoption and enforcement of a Code of Ethics and Good 

Conduct of Elections by the Malagasy Political Actors; 

 

d. Use of a single ballot system; 

 

e. Voter education; 

 

f. The systematic review of voter registration; 

 

g. Review of the electoral calendar. The electoral calendar will be jointly set by CENI 

and UN Representatives on the basis of the report of a needs assessment mission 

of national and international experts, for organizing credible, free, fair and 

transparent elections at the best possible date in Madagascar; 

 

h. Distribution at the level of the 119 districts of data and materials of regional 

computer centres. 

 

11. A Special Electoral Court shall be established on an exceptional and provisional basis. 

It shall deal with electoral disputes and the proclamation of the final results of the 

presidential and legislative elections. The functioning, composition and competence of this 
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Court shall be determined by a relevant law to be adopted by the Parliament of Transition 

during its first sitting.  

 

12. To better organise the Malagasy political climate, the Parliament of Transition shall 

adopt new laws on the Political Parties and Statute of the Opposition. 

 

13. The Malagasy Civil Society is invited to undertake the observation of the presidential 

and legislative elections and to hold to account the Malagasy Political Stakeholders who 

violate the Code of Ethics and Good Conduct. The International Community is called upon to 

provide capacity building support to the Civil Society. 

 

14. The President of Transition, the Prime Minister of consensus and Members of the 

Government shall resign from their positions ninety (90) days before the vote, if they decide 

to run for parliamentary and presidential elections. However, to prevent any possible legal 

loophole, legislation shall be adopted by the Parliament of Transitional Parliament on the 

matter thereof. 

 

III. Confidence Building Measures and Efforts for National Reconciliation 

 

15. The President, Government, heads of institutions and the entire administration of 

the transition shall remain neutral during the transitional period, particularly regarding the 

electoral process. 

 

16. The President of Transition, Government, the entire Administration of the Transition 

and all the transitional institutions shall each commit themselves, in their area of 

responsibility, to adopting security and confidence measures designed to create a serene 

and peaceful environment, by declaring null and void lawsuits instituted against members of 

the opposition that would appear to be politically motivated, and to adhering to the rule of 

law and the principle of equal treatment. These confidence-building measures may not 

cover judicial proceedings related to crimes against humanity, war crimes, genocide and 

gross violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

 

17. The President, the Transitional Government, the entire Administration of the 

Transition and all the transitional institutions shall be committed to protecting and 

promoting human rights in Madagascar and to respecting fundamental freedoms, including 

freedom of expression, opinion, association and demonstration, as well as press freedom.  

 

18. The sentence and conviction of President Marc Ravalomanana is set aside on the 

basis that the court was not properly constituted and did not have jurisdiction to sentence 

and convict him.  

 

19. Granting of a blanket amnesty for all political events which happened between 2002 

and 2009, except for crimes against humanity, war crimes, crimes of genocide and other 

serious violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms. The amnesty law shall be 

adopted by the Transitional Parliament, and no election shall take place prior to its 

ratification. 
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20. The Parliament of Transition shall enact a law on the Statute of Former Heads of 

State as a key measure for social peace and appeasement in Madagascar. The law should 

apply to all Former Heads of State, and take into account due consideration of their past 

rank and the need to preserve and guarantee their dignity and security. 

 

21. Mr. Marc Ravalomanana is part of a lasting solution to the political crisis in 

Madagascar. Accordingly in line with Article 20, Mr. Ravalomanana can freely return to 

Madagascar as soon as the Government and the Parliament of Transition are established.  

The Transitional authorities commit themselves to ensuring his protection and that of his 

family and property.  

 

22. The Malagasy Political Actors parties to this Roadmap commit themselves to 

promptly adopt a Code of Ethics and Good Political Conduct to regulate political activities in 

Madagascar during the transitional period. They also undertake to abide by this Code. 

 

23. All the Malagasy political Actors parties to this Roadmap are invited to participate in 

the transition process in good faith. They also commit themselves to creating an 

atmosphere of peace and security for all the Malagasy people, to avoid obstructing the 

transition process and to maintain a constructive and patriotic attitude with a view to 

advancing the transition. They undertake to dismantle all unofficial armed forces. 

 

24. No Malagasy Political Actor party to this Roadmap may and should grant itself the 

right to veto this Roadmap for the transitional period; 

 

25. All Malagasy Political Actors parties to this Roadmap shall reject the use of violence 

or the threat to such action during the transitional period. They shall also refrain from 

inciting hatred or any act of destabilization during the transition; 

 

26. A national reconciliation process led by a national institution called Filankevitry ny 

Fampihavanana Malagasy (Conseil de la Réconciliation Malagasy) and facilitated by the 

International Community should be initiated in order to begin healing the individual and 

collective wounds of the past and to lay down a solid foundation for the future of 

Madagascar. The composition, operation, management and competence of the said Council 

shall be defined by a law to be enacted by the Parliament of Transition; 

 

27. Every victim of the political events that happened between 2002 and the date of the 

signing of this Roadmap, that may have suffered any type of loss or harm shall be entitled to 

compensation and/or reparation by the state, which modalities will be defined by the 

Filankevitry ny Fampihavanana Malagasy (Conseil de la Réconciliation Malagasy); 

 

28. A national solidarity fund (Fonds Nationale de Solidarité – FNS) shall be set up to 

compensate the victims of loss or harm during the political events that happened between 

2002 and the of the signing of the Roadmap; 

 

29. Members of the Malagasy Civil Society, namely Raiamandreny Mijoro, FFKM, CNOSC 

and FINONA, shall be in charge of the national follow-up and monitoring of the 
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implementation of this Roadmap, until the end of the transitional period. In discharging 

their functions, they are urged to maintain political neutrality and unity; 

 

30. A SADC Mediation Bureau shall be established in Madagascar to support the 

Malgacho – Malgache Dialogue and the transition process. The mission of the SADC 

Mediation Office shall come to an end on the day of the inauguration of new President of 

the Republic, marking the end of the transition; 

 

31. The present commitments annul and supersede all the commitments made and 

signed prior to the transition in Madagascar; 

 

32. There shall be no procedure of impeachment or dismissal against the President of 

Transitional, no motion of confidence against the Transitional Government and no action to 

dissolve the Parliament of Transition during the transition; 

 

33. Any dispute arising from the interpretation or implementation of the provisions of 

this Roadmap shall be referred to the attention of the SADC Mediation for resolution. 

 

IV. Mechanisms for Implementation and Follow-up of the Agreement 

 

After the effective establishment of a Transitional Government of National Unity, the 

Parliament of Transition and a neutral, inclusive and consensual National Independent 

Electoral Commission, as well as the conclusion of an agreement on a Roadmap for the 

transition period, SADC and the African Union strongly appeal to the International 

Community to undertake the following commitments: 

 

34. The establishment of a SADC Mediation Bureau in Madagascar to support the 

Malgacho – Malgache Dialogue and the transition process. In this regard, the United 

Nations is called upon to provide technical, administrative and financial support to the SADC 

Mediation. 

 

35. International recognition of the President and the Transitional Government of 

Madagascar after the establishment of inclusive and consensual institutions of transition. 

 

36. SADC and the African Union request Madagascar’s bilateral and multilateral partners 

to provide, subject to compliance with their respective regulations, multifaceted support to 

the consensual and inclusive institutions of transition, notably the Transitional Government, 

the Congress of Transition (CT), the Superior Council of Transition (CST), the National 

Independent Electoral Commission (CENI) and the Filankevitry ny Fampihavanana Malagasy 

(Conseil de Réconciliation Malagasy). 

 

37. SADC, the African Union, the United Nations, the International Organisation of 

Francophonie (IOF), Indian Ocean Commission (IOC) and the wider International Community 

commit themselves to providing political, technical, material, logistical and financial support 

to the dialogue and transition process with a view to ensuring a smooth transition leading to 

credible, free, fair and transparent elections. 
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38. Granting of financial, technical, material and logistical assistance to the electoral 

process and any other financial assistance which may be required with the implementation 

of the Roadmap. 

 

39. Under the aegis of the SADC Mediation Team, supported by the United Nations, the 

International Community shall undertake the international follow-up and monitoring of the 

international implementation of this Roadmap, in collaboration with national and relevant 

international actors. 

 

40. SADC and the African Union recommend the International Community to send 

international observers for the presidential and legislative elections; 

 

41. Suspension and gradual and conditioned lifting of sanctions imposed on Madagascar, 

based on the implementation of benchmarks outlined in the Roadmap; 

 

42. Partners shall explore the possibility of resuming their assistance as well as 

development, humanitarian, financial and economic cooperation; 

 

43. In case of serious violations of the provisions of this Roadmap, the partners shall 

consider the possibility of imposing sanctions against the perpetrators of such violations, be 

it signatories or non-signatories of the Roadmap; 

 

44. The Mediation should continue to closely monitor the situation, bring in, as and 

when needed, its support and facilitation to the Parties in Madagascar, and to regularly 

report to SADC, the AU and the International Community on developments in Madagascar. 

 

 

******************************* 
(15 March 2011) 


